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Use of information technologies in learning languages 
 
Creation of artificial foreign environment in the process of teaching foreign 
languages is one of the important problems of modern methodology. It is not only new 
modern hardware but also new forms and teaching methods, a new step in the process 
of teaching. The primary purpose of teaching foreign languages is forming and 
development students’ communicative culture. One of the most revolutionary 
achievements for the last decades that considerably influenced on an educational 
process in the whole world is creation of world computer network (Internet). Modern 
system of education uses information technologies and computer communications 
more often. The development of information technologies gave us new, unique 
possibility of teaching: introduction of the distant learning. It, at first, allows you to 
choose the time and place for teaching, in the second, enables to get education for 
persons, who are deprived to get traditional education by virtue of one or another 
reasons, in the third, to use new information technologies in teaching. On the other 
hand, the distant education strengthens possibilities of individualization of teaching. As 
a rule, in the distant learning the electronic textbooks are used. Advantages of these 
textbooks are: mobility, availability of connection with the development of computer 
networks, adequacy to the level of development of modern scientific knowledge. 
Creation of electronic textbooks promotes also to the decision such problem as a 
permanent update of informative material. Also there can be plenty of exercises and 
examples, different types of information in them. In addition to this, computer testing 
is carried out with the help of electronic textbooks. On the modern stage distant 
learning is very popular form of education in the world. Today the network of 
universities and colleges, which use distant learning, covers five continents. 
Testing results shows that using electronic textbooks students successfully teach 
material. Thus, development of information technologies gives us wide possibility for 
the invention of new methods of methodology in education. 
 
 
